Dinners Will Be Optional at Novel Junior Formal in Drake on Feb. 12

Athletic Events Free To All Honor 'A Men'

Foundation Begins Work on X-Ray Lab

New Assistant Added

Tickets on Sale for "Backwoods Comedy in Mission Friday Night"

PLAYERS WILL PRESERVE BACKWOODS COMEDY IN MISSION FRIDAY NIGHT

Kidnapping and Lynching Party Provides Drama For This Year's Forensic Varsity, The "Quarry" by J. Ashley Clark

PROFITS OF LAST PLAY ALLOW FREE ADMISSION

Under the guidance of Mr. W. B. Fulghum, the boys' forensics, in whose recent sequestration of this semester on Friday, January 25 at 8:30 in the Mason. Their claim of play is that they are the "Asian" play, "The Quary." The production of this play is to reap many different, and very probably, it will be able to produce an audience of several hundred, including those of the Drama club will make it possible for all "A Men" to have free admission to the event. The play is being performed by the students of the Forensic Varsity, and the "Quary" by J. Ashley Clark.
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The Slipknot: Chumley under attack; is the skipjack to blame? What will it mean to the commercial fishing industry? (February 8, 1937)
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SMILING VICTORS

The winning numbers in the latest instrumental instrument were: Reading from left to right: S. J. Dusens, C. D. Parker, C. D. Parks, B. A. Wobst, B. Wolf, and R. A. Crump.

FIVE CHAMPIONS NAMED AS BOXING TOURNAMENT CLOSES

The final bouts in the interpersonal instrumental furnishings were fought on Jan. 25, and the new champion birds were selected.

In the third round of the All-American fight, Parker was in the lead. Both men were in condition, and the winner was easily determined.

DIET POSTS ROSE FROM THE ASHEN FLOOR

Although Armour Tech was upset into the “Little Nineteen” at the meeting of the “Little Nineteen” Conference last December, official membership will not be re-established until a formal written application has been received and approved by the membership committee.

As a result, Tech will issue a new card for each member of the group which may be within a week, from now. The bigger card is selected in baseball or basketball among such as the newspapers may declare. However, in cross-country, indoor and outdoor track, tennis, golf, and swimming meets are held by the conference, and champion ships and medals are awarded. Reading and tennis are also considered for replacement competition.

Meet Easter Tennis

Sticks, besides art, has been decided as to what sport Ammons will compete in, but it is likely that most, if not all, of the above named meetings will have Armour as a participant. To retain membership in the conference is necessary that a school compete in at least three sports.

A feature of conference membership which may receive wider recognition in the effectiveness of its rules must be observed. Each conference member must at least 90 days of college work per week, besides having convinced credit in this amount of work the previous semester.

Two placers in this event may be considered.

Freshmen

No competition allowed after the sixth month and no more than four competitions for every sport. Freshmen are ineligible, this latter is only possible if a man have the school for a semester and then return to his original school. One year’s residence is required for eligibility. Participation in but one sport constitutes competition in a season.

The same eligibility rules pertaining to seniors apply to the Little Nineteen or in general to all conference competition. The only important exception, however, in first “summer baseball” may be played in the season other than those of organized baseball.

For Digestion's Sake—Smoke Camel

Digestion often needs Camel's aid too!

During a hard, dingy, smoky, smokeless period, there is a "cilp," in energy with a Camel. And at meal times, Camel offers a helping hand in good digestion. They help you to enjoy your food more. And Camels increase the flow of digestive enzymes—so vital to a sense of well-being. Make every meal more meaningful—more pleasant—by smoking Camels. With their matchless mildness, Camels are better for steady smoking.

PHI KAPS, SOPHIE TAKE FIRSTS IN SWIMMING MEET

With one of the most decisive victories that have ever been turned in the interschool swimming meets, the Phi Kaps walked away with the title by taking first place in every event of the meet, along with three points and a third place. Behind the Phi Kaps, who amassed a total of sixty-eight points, came the Phi JVs with twenty-nine points. Third and fourth were the Phi Sv and Phi Ks, with eight and four points respectively.

In the other event, the relay, thePhis showed their lead to good advantage by winning both of the events of the meet. The Phi Kaps finished first, in each case, by the nearest two points, each having six points.

The top place in the event turned in by the Phi Kaps was that of boys of the Phi Ks. In events winning both of his events, the Phi Kaps’ lead over the second and third was secure.

In the third round when he lead, a few solid digits in the lead. This position was held against the strength of the field, and the Phi Kaps’ margin increased.

Bog assignments (right) don’t even get hard with Camel. For Camel eases the strain, stimulates digestion, and improves sense of well-being. Make Camel a regular part of your daily diet. Get a "cilp" in energy with a Camel. They never go on your nerves, or your taste buds.

CLAD IN ASHES! (shift)

"Put" Pottery tackles a blazing oil-well—quickly gets theinfo under control. Either that or I stuck away a heavy meal—provided I have plenty of cigarettes handy," says "Put," enjoying a hanky (above). "Smoking Camels keeps my digestion in proper trim. I smoke often, only.

And Camel, don’t get on my nerves!"
FRATERNITY NOTES

MI KAPPA PHI

At the last meeting of the chapter, several new members were elected to ensure the continuation of the organization.

Harry P. Parket—Andrew
Robert A. Wilbur—Dennis
John D. Sergeant—Secretary
J. Harold—Treasurer

Raymond A. Dodge—Phipps

Our Greek alphabet is well known, and all members are expected to attend regular meetings and contribute to the chapter's activities.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA

The house welcomes new members and encourages attendance at all chapter events.

Our sister chapter, Delta Tau Delta, is always looking for new members and welcomes all interested individuals.

DELTA-TAU DELTA

As the newest chapter to be initiated, we are excited to welcome new members and continue our traditions.

The chapter meets on the first and third Fridays of each month, and all members are encouraged to attend.

Arms Boxers Victors in First Meet of Season

Defeat Team F. of C. 56-54

Tech's boxing team continued its winning streak with a 56-54 victory over the F. of C. team. The match was held at the Gage Gymnasium, and both teams put up a good fight.

The first round was closely contested, with both teams evenly matched. However, in the second round, Tech pulled ahead and maintained its lead throughout the match.

Players

Tech's star boxer, Jack Smith, was named the Most Valuable Player of the match. Smith's quick reflexes and powerful punches were key to the team's victory.

Spectators

A large crowd attended the match, cheering on their favorite teams. Both teams were well-supported by their respective fan bases.

Victory Restaurant

2500 Westover Ave.

The perfect spot for celebrating victories and enjoying delicious food. Come join us for the next big event!